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Sketching Datasets for Large-Scale
Learning (long version)
Rémi Gribonval, Antoine Chatalic, Nicolas Keriven,

Vincent Schellekens, Laurent Jacques, and Philip Schniter

Abstract

This article considers “sketched learning,” or “compressive learning,” an approach to large-scale machine
learning where datasets are massively compressed before learning (e.g., clustering, classification, or regres-
sion) is performed. In particular, a “sketch” is first constructed by computing carefully chosen nonlinear
random features (e.g., random Fourier features) and averaging them over the whole dataset. Parameters are
then learned from the sketch, without access to the original dataset. This article surveys the current state-of-
the-art in sketched learning, including the main concepts and algorithms, their connections with established
signal-processing methods, existing theoretical guarantees—on both information preservation and privacy
preservation, and important open problems.

Big data can be a blessing: with very large training datasets it becomes possible to perform complex
learning tasks with unprecedented accuracy. Yet, this improved performance comes at the price of enormous
computational challenges. Thus, one may wonder: Is it possible to leverage the information content of
huge datasets while keeping computational resources under control? Can this also help solve some of the
privacy issues raised by large-scale learning? This is the ambition of sketched learning—or compressive

learning—where the data is massively compressed before learning. Here, a “sketch” is first constructed by
computing carefully chosen nonlinear random features (e.g., random Fourier features) and averaging them
over the whole dataset. Parameters are then learned from the sketch, without access to the original dataset.
This article surveys the current state-of-the-art in sketched learning, including the main concepts and
algorithms; their connections with established signal-processing methods; existing theoretical guarantees,
on both information preservation and privacy preservation; and important open problems.

INTRODUCTION TO SKETCHED LEARNING

The overall principle of sketched learning is summarized in Fig. 1. During the sketching phase, a
potentially huge collection of d-dimensional data vectors {xi}ni=1 is summarized by a single m-dimensional
vector z̃, called the “sketch.” The sketch is constructed by transforming each data vector and then averaging
the results:

z̃ :=
1

n

n∑

i=1

Φ(xi). (1)

Next, during the learning phase, an estimate θ̃ of some essential statistical parameters θ of the dataset
are extracted from the sketch z̃. These parameters are application dependent. For example, as illustrated
in Fig. 2, they could represent principal data subspaces (in subspace fitting problems), prediction weights
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Fig. 1: Overview of sketching and parameter learning.

(in estimation and regression problems), distributional parameters (in density estimation problems), or
centroids (in clustering problems); we give detailed examples below. To complete the conceptual ex-
amples described along the paper, Python notebooks are being made available to the interested readers
at https://gitlab.inria.fr/SketchedLearning/spm-notebook. A finalized version of the notebooks is expected
mid-September 2020.

The transformation Φ(·), known as the “feature map,” is generally non-linear and randomized. Although
the use of Φ(·) is related to “kernel methods” in machine learning (e.g., [1, 2][3–5]), as will be discussed
later, the act of sketching (1) also includes averaging over the n data samples. The advantages of sketched
learning are the following.

1) By choosing a sketch of dimension m� nd, the data gets massively compressed. This has obvious
advantages for storage and transfer.

2) Sketching can speed up the learning phase, whose complexity becomes independent of the cardinality,
n, of the original (often very large) dataset. This enables one to handle large datasets while keeping
computational resources under control.

3) Sketching can preserve privacy: the transformation Φ(·) can be chosen so that individual-user infor-
mation is lost while aggregate-user information is preserved.

4) The sketching mechanism in (1) is well matched to distributed implementations and streaming sce-
narios: the sketch of a concatenation of datasets is a simple mean of the sketches of these datasets.

ILLUSTRATION USING FOUR WORKED EXAMPLES

To illustrate the sketched learning framework and discuss various aspects of it, we now outline four
canonical examples of machine learning tasks to which sketching can be readily applied. See Fig. 2 for
an illustration.

a) Principal component analysis (PCA)

PCA seeks to find the linear subspace of a fixed dimension k < d that best fits the d-dimensional
data {xi}ni=1 in the least-squares (LS) sense. In this case, the target parameters θ can be described by a
k-dimensional orthonormal basis {u`}k`=1 that maximizes

∑k
`=1

∑n
i=1 |u>` xi|2.

It is well known that one solution is given by the k principal eigenvectors of the empirical autocorrelation
matrix R̂ = 1

n

∑n
i=1 xix

>
i . This R̂ can be interpreted as a sketch of the form (1) that uses the feature map

Φ(x) = vec(xx>) = (x1x1, x2x1, · · · , xdxd)> of dimension m = d2. As soon as the cardinality n of the
dataset exceeds the dimension d, the dimension of this sketch is smaller than nd, the total size of the dataset.
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Mixture modeling(c) Clustering(d)Linear regression(b)PCA(a)

Fig. 2: Schematic representation of the four running examples covered by this paper. In the four figures, each xi is
associated with a blue colored disk, hence the training collection correspond to a point cloud, and the orange color
geometrically represents the learned parameters. (a) PCA learns the principal k-dimensional subspace of the dataset
for some k ≤ d. (b) Linear regression fits observed data (the blue dot heights) as a linear model of the inputs (here, the
2-D horizontal coordinates). For least squares, this amounts to minimizing the square of the differences between these
data and the linear predictions. (c) In Gaussian mixture modeling, we learn the set of parameters (mixture weight,
mean, and covariance) characterizing each Gaussian term of the mixture, which probability level sets are displayed
here as orange ellipses. (d) Clustering methods (such as k-means) learn a set of centroids (the orange squares) defining
a Voronoi partition grouping together similar data samples.

Using techniques from matrix completion and compressive matrix sensing, the sketch dimension can be
further reduced [6][7]. For example, one can sketch via (1) using Φ(x) =

(
(w>1 x)2, . . . , (w>mx)2

)>
,

where the d-dimensional vectors wj , 1 ≤ j ≤ m are the rows of a tall random matrix W of size m× d.
For m on the order of kd < d2, low-rank matrix reconstruction techniques can estimate the k-dimensional
principal subspace of R̂ with provable accuracy [8].

b) LS linear regression

Suppose that the data vectors take the form xi = [x>1i,x
>
2i]
>, and our goal is to linearly predict the

d1-dimensional vector x1i from the d2-dimensional vector x2i (with d = d1 + d2). That is, we want
to design a d1 × d2 weight matrix θ such that x1i ≈ θx2i for all samples i. The LS approach to this
supervised learning problem chooses θ̂ = arg minθ

∑n
i=1 ‖x1i − θx2i‖2.

Although it is possible to compute the LS solution using gradient descent, each iteration would involve
the full dataset {xi}ni=1. A well-known alternative is to first build the empirical auto-correlation matrix
R̂ := 1

n

∑n
i=1 xix

>
i and then compute θ̂ in closed-form as

θ̂ = R̂12R̂
−1
22 , with

(
R̂11 R̂12

R̂21 R̂22

)
= R̂, (2)

where each sub-matrix R̂ij has dimension di× dj . Here we again use the sketch (1) with the feature map
Φ(x) = vec(xx>) and extract the target parameter θ̂ from (2).

c) Gaussian-mixture modeling

Here the objective is to find the parameters θ = {α`,µ`,Σ`}k`=1 ⊂ Θ that best fit a k-term Gaussian-
mixture model p(x|θ) =

∑k
`=1 α`N (x;µ`,Σ`) to the data {xi}ni=1. The parameter space Θ demands that,

for each `: α` > 0, µ` is a d-dimensional centroid, Σ` is a d× d positive definite matrix, and
∑
` α` = 1.

Traditionally, expectation-maximization (EM) [9] is used to approximate the maximum likelihood (ML)
estimate θ̂ = arg maxθ∈Θ

∑n
i=1 log p(xi|θ), but the EM algorithm processes all n data samples {xi}ni=1

at each iteration, which can be computationally burdensome when n is very large. An alternative [10] is
to compute a sketch z̃ of the form (1) using random Fourier (RF) features [11]:

Φ(x) = exp(−j2πWx), (3)
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where j =
√
−1 and W ∈ Rm×d is a realization of a random matrix (e.g., i.i.d. Gaussian). Here, exp(·)

is the componentwise exponential (as opposed to the matrix exponential). The parameters can then be
extracted by optimizing a cost function as explained later. This approach has been applied to audio source-
separation [12] as well as speaker verification [10] (see Box 4), for which it was shown that 1000 hours
of speech can be compressed down to a few kilobytes without loss of verification performance.

d) k-means clustering
The goal of clustering is to group together “similar” data samples from {xi}ni=1. In the k-means approach

to clustering, one aims to find the set of k centroids {c`}k`=1 that minimizes the average squared distance
from each sample to its nearest centroid, i.e.,

∑n
i=1 min` ‖xi−c`‖2. The famous Lloyd algorithm [13][14]

is typically used in an attempt to solve this problem. When n is very large, however, Lloyd’s algorithm
becomes computationally demanding. Instead, one could sketch the dataset using (1) and extract the
centroids from the sketch [15, 16]. For this purpose, one could use RF features (3) and (as explained
in the sequel) solve for the centroids {c`}k`=1 and the (non-negative, sum-to-one) weights {α`}k`=1 that
minimize ‖z̃ −∑k

`=1 α`Φ(c`)‖. On large datasets, this approach can be orders-of-magnitude better than
k-means in memory and runtime, provided that the sketch dimension m is large enough, i.e., that m is
on the order of kd, where kd is the number of free parameters in {c`}k`=1 [15, 16]. We will demonstrate,
in Box 5, how this method can be used to cluster the MNIST digit dataset (of cardinality n = 70 000)
using a sketch of dimension m = 400.

Although this paper focuses on these examples, the general sketched learning framework extends beyond
them. It has been applied to, for example, Independent Component Analysis [17] (by sketching the cumulant
tensor) and subspace clustering [18] (using a polynomial feature map). Extending the framework to a new
task raises essential questions such as: How do we choose the feature map Φ(·)? How do we learn the
essential parameters θ from the sketch z̃? Are there statistical learning guarantees? Can sketching and
learning be made computationally efficient? Can we sketch while respecting privacy? This paper sketches
answers to these questions for the worked examples introduced above.

[Box 1] Notations and Conventions

Notation Description

X = {xi}ni=1 dataset of n training samples xi ∈ Rd

z̃ (empirical) sketch of the dataset, a vector of dimension m
Φ(·) sketching feature map, a function mapping Rd to either Rm or Cm

θ ∈ Θ target parameters to learn, of dimension p (e.g., PCA matrix, centroids, mixture model)
W random matrix associated with certain feature maps Φ(·), usually drawn i.i.d. Gaussian
%(·) componentwise nonlinearity associated with certain feature maps Φ(·)
w.h.p. with high probability, i.e., with exponentially decaying failure probability
i.i.d. independent and identically distributed
w.p.1 with probability 1
‖ · ‖, 〈·, ·〉 Euclidean norm of a vector, inner product between vectors
‖ · ‖0 `0 norm of a vector, i.e., its number of nonzero entries
‖ · ‖F Frobenius norm of a matrix
‖ · ‖L2 , 〈·, ·〉L2 L2 norm of a function, L2 inner product between functions

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

The term “sketch” has different meanings, depending on the field. Our use of the term comes from the
literature on relational databases, and more particularly from the subfield of Approximate Query Processing
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Fig. 3: Left: A streaming scenario, where the data samples are sketched one-by-one, and the mean sketch is updated
at each time. Right: A distributed scenario, where each device computes a local sketch, and a centralized entity further
averages these local sketches.

(AQP) [19]. The goal of AQP is to build a short description of the content of a massive dataset, called a
synopsis, by analogy with the synopsis of a movie or a book, such that certain queries can be efficiently
performed to return answers with controlled error and/or probability of failure. Well-known queries include
the frequency of occurrence of a particular element in a stream of data (taken from a discrete collection),
and the minimum of several of these frequencies, yielding the celebrated count-min sketch [19, Section
5.3.1][20] synopsis. In this context, the statistical parameters θ learned from a sketch are interpreted as
the result of a particular query on the dataset.

Despite the apparent similarities between AQP and sketched learning, both datatypes and learning tasks
differ significantly between the two fields. Typically, AQP focuses on (multi)sets of elements taken from a
discrete collection of objects and considers database queries and related operations, while sketched learning
focuses on continuous-valued signals (e.g., images or audio signals) and considers machine-learning tasks
such as density estimation or regression.

LINEAR SKETCHES FOR STREAMING AND DISTRIBUTED METHODS

In AQP, a popular class of synopses is that of linear sketches [19, Chap. 5]. A linear sketch is a vector
that satisfies the single condition that the sketch of the concatenation of two datasets is the sum of their

sketches. In mathematical terms, denoting by z̃(X ) the sketch of a dataset X = {xi}ni=1, it is required
that z̃(X ) = z̃(X1) + z̃(X2) whenever X is the concatenation of X1 and X2. It thus follows that a linear
sketch must be of the form z̃(X ) =

∑n
i=1 Φ(xi) for some feature map Φ(·). That is the same definition

that we adopt in (1), except that we normalize by the number of elements n. Linear sketches are popular in
AQP mainly because they are well suited to streaming scenarios. That is, inserting or deleting an element
xi from the dataset corresponds to adding or subtracting Φ(xi) from the sketch, respectively (see Fig. 3).
Note that some very simple sketches are not linear: for instance, it is easy to sketch the maximum running
value in a stream of scalar data by computing the maximum of the current sketch and each new data point,
but this sketching procedure is not linear [19, Chap. 5.2.1]. In particular, this “max” sketch facilitates the
insertion of a new element in the database, but not the deletion of an existing one.
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SKETCHES AS (RANDOMIZED) GENERALIZED MOMENTS

In signal processing and machine learning, the data samples xi generally live in the vector space Rd and
are often modeled as independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) random vectors having a probability

distribution with density pX . Consider what happens when the number of samples n goes to infinity. The
strong law of large numbers says that

lim
n→∞

1

n

n∑

i=1

Φ(xi)
w.p.1

= E[Φ(X)] =

∫
pX(x)Φ(x) dx, (4)

where E[·] denotes expectation with respect to the probability density pX . If we consider the simple case
of dimension d = 1 and the scalar transformation Φ(x) = xk (so that m = 1), then E[Φ(X)] is the
(uncentered) k-th moment of the random variable X , a quantity that has a long history in statistics. By
analogy, with a generic vector-valued feature map Φ(·) and in dimension d > 1, quantities of the form
E[Φ(X)] are known as generalized moments of the random vector X ∈ Rd.

Performing inference from generalized moments is often referred to as the Generalized Method of

Moments (GeMM) [21]. This method is very popular in, e.g., the field of econometrics [21, Chap. 1]. The
GeMM can be seen as an alternative to maximum likelihood estimation that avoids the need to work with
the full likelihood function, which can have computational benefits. Indeed, for many classes of probability
distributions, such as heavy-tailed α-stable distributions, the likelihood function is not given in closed form,
but generalized moments are given in closed form for appropriately chosen feature maps Φ(·) (see Box 4).

GeMM differs from sketched learning in several aspects. In GeMM, the feature map Φ(·) is typically
constructed to make the parameter estimates computable in closed form. This narrows the range of learning
tasks that GeMM can handle. In sketched learning, Φ(·) is designed with information-preservation in mind.
Consequently, the range of learning tasks is much broader in sketched learning, although the estimation
procedure may be algorithmic in nature. Another difference is that, in sketched learning, Φ(·) is typically
randomized. This results in randomized generalized moments, which are rarely seen in GeMM.

SKETCHED LEARNING AND COMPRESSIVE SENSING

The sketching mechanism (1) can be interpreted as a dimensionality-reducing linear “projection” of

the probability distribution underlying the data set {xi}ni=1. This differs from the traditional approach
in signal processing, where dimensionality reduction is performed on the features xi ∈ Rd themselves,
rather than the distribution that generates them. Still, many of the intuitions, analyses, and tools designed
for feature-based dimensionality reduction can be extended to distribution-based dimensionality reduction.
Some details are now provided.

In the field of inverse problems and compressive sensing (CS) [6, 22], a signal-of-interest is modeled
as a high-dimensional vector x ∈ Rd, and a physical measurement of that signal is approximated by a
linear transformation plus additive noise: y = Ax + e ∈ Rm (see Box 2). Here, the linear measurement
operator is represented by the m× d matrix A. In many applications, there is a great motivation to make
the measurement dimension much less than the signal dimension, i.e., m � d. In this case, the recovery
of x from y is generally ill-posed. Still, it is possible to accurately recover x from y when both x and A
obey certain properties and the noise is small enough. For example, if x is sparse, in that relatively few
of its coefficients deviate significantly from zero, and if A satisfies the restricted isometry property (RIP),
then one can pose a regularized inverse problem whose solution is close to the true x (see Box 2).
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[Box 2] Compressive Sensing and the Restricted Isometry Property

In compressive sensing, one observes a linear measurement y = Ax ∈ Rm of signal x ∈ Rd with
m � d, i.e., with significantly reduced dimension. (For simplicity, we focus on the noiseless case for
now.) To distinguish between different signals x in a given signal class, one desires that the distances
between all signals in that class are preserved by the measurement operator A. For the class of k-sparse
signals Σk, i.e., signals with at most k non-zero entries, this property is satisfied up to a tolerance
δ ∈ [0, 1) when A obeys the restricted isometry property (RIP) [6, 22][23]

(1− δ)‖x− x′‖2 ≤ ‖Ax−Ax′‖2 ≤ (1 + δ)‖x− x′‖2, ∀x,x′ ∈ Σk. (5)

One way to create a RIP-satisfying A is to draw it randomly. For example, if the coefficients of A are
drawn i.i.d. zero-mean Gaussian, then A will satisfy the RIP with high probability (w.h.p.) when the
sketch dimension m is at least on the order of k log(d/k) [6].

To recover k-sparse x from y, one might attempt to search for the sparsest signal among all of
those that agree with the measurements, i.e., within the set Cy := {u : Au = y}. The complexity
of this search, however, grows exponentially in k. Fortunately, when A satisfies the RIP, one can
provably recover the true x using polynomial-complexity methods [6]. One approach is to solve the
convex problem of finding the signal with the smallest `1-norm within Cy . Another is to use a greedy
algorithm, like orthogonal matching pursuit (OMP), which estimates x by progressively removing from
y the k columns of A that best “align” with it, using a least-squares fit.

The RIP also provides guarantees on robust recovery. Suppose that we have noisy measurements
y = Ax+e, with noise e of bounded norm ‖e‖ ≤ ε. In addition, suppose that x is only approximately

k-sparse, and use xk to denote the best k-sparse approximation of x. Finally, consider recovering an
estimate x̂ of x by searching for the signal with smallest `1-norm that agrees with the measurements
up to a tolerance of ε, i.e., within the set Cy,ε := {u : ‖Au− y‖ ≤ ε}. Then, if the RIP (5) holds, the
estimation error x̂− x satisfies [6][24]

‖x̂− x‖ ≤ C ‖x− xk‖1√
k

+Dε, (6)

where constants C,D > 0 depend only on the value of δ that appears in (5). Thus, the estimation error
increases linearly with the noise level ε and the deviation ‖x− xk‖1 from perfect sparsity.

`1-ball

bx = x
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<latexit sha1_base64="z7jRiU/KqH0P4VeUYJhhulJqAxQ=">AAAJ1HiclZbdbts2FMfV7ivOPtpul7tRZhTohsCwjA7tZbu0wApsaZYmaRHTMSiJlllTIkdSbgyOV8Nud7Xb7Sn2MnubHTKyY9MRhgnQ0RF/f1LkOUeUUsGo0v3+P7duv/f+Bx9+tNPZ/fiTTz+7c/fe52eK1zIjpxlnXL5JsSKMVuRUU83IGyEJLlNGXqezA8dfz4lUlFcneiHIqMRFRSc0wxqaztErWpR4bGZ2fLfb7/X9Ea+cJHS6UXMcje/t/I1yntUlqXTGsFLDpC/0yGCpacaI3UW1IgJnM1yQIbgVLokaGT9lG9+HljyecAlnpWPfut7D4FKpRZmCssR6qkLmGm9iw1pPHo8MrUStSZVdPWhSs1jz2K0/zqkkmWYLcHAmKcw1zqZY4kxDlHZ3UUXeZbwscZUbVHFZinxiDcpYfGi3oSoaNjYGyTKG+32EmZhiG6jBEcyCSsNiQ5imvCLWXeMXASo8gW7kUiu9YCR+gPbQBOZrxgbtXwysNRdIUIv2vr4wSHkCzl4CLdaMgYdPo/81phsORh38jzFnWAjso+G9MQx0sYzIlvg4TUHoUpem5jikKhN2OBgZxHBVwNy6yX7cHcRI+ttAfLg+1GE41Pk6PW+onhIuSWmaqzUnjXN/qKAy4K0YbehyMqEVde3WPLv2NzRCcsFVIzpau9lQZVxyxrBcWHOwcjcUjMDMrfnBXzYInFjOrDm+ugYZreZ2mEDIfKYSa7pJGAq91KylfUMeZoEWlW2K2rloPxCcyCa0sjQnYe86v4a5tXFQ7rR6B7wWV29KUPArqnENTJJ1ysjP1lsF1aG3cOFxcY3X4XO3nqYYnm8tGLKWrgmOvOAZgZ1Nkh+h7aUgEmsujStESIS3LYo5vF5zkrVhDaGDs4VmHDJlvG1RKA0TVT20p3sWXSrY+Uib9AzDs5xp4a9eWgNnC2UCXg9nWjilkGdnWvgBn7tSb10IbMGwZXjbooAX69Iab9sVb73ibZvixbIYc2WS1qzmHNbqTFvQJbXGmfaq8EXRznPHW2MFUSh9LNpnUAsBU3D2RsU3BmFZlBTm0VzbZE8b2dOlbPNjtNozAzJRDVGTsI8jKWe5+2RzFn77WNMvwyHSruNqQwq3NfdNJKWYGtojPbsfB5wUS056xU1cY7ZS6BizHmQf/nO2/mq2nbNBL3nY+/anh90n3zV/PDvRl9FX0YMoiR5FT6Lvo6PoNMqiKvoj+jP6q3PW+aXza+e3K+ntW02fL6KNo/P7v97Esno=</latexit>

A(⌃k)

<latexit sha1_base64="WkieHZui6vA/3ktP2dmQiOfyLT0=">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</latexit>

A

<latexit sha1_base64="JOgL2VTJYAZjKlRtVyUTHd/2Alk=">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</latexit>

Rm

<latexit sha1_base64="D4CA5NrqOiSRy2jgW3xpgRVyKRM=">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</latexit>

Rd

<latexit sha1_base64="gdeqn/JxItaLAPDXSo4h/D9EoyI=">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</latexit>

Cy

<latexit sha1_base64="Tu/5cpWYchE+AKgrEThakLLLREA=">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</latexit>

⌃k

<latexit sha1_base64="z7jRiU/KqH0P4VeUYJhhulJqAxQ=">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</latexit>

Rd

<latexit sha1_base64="gdeqn/JxItaLAPDXSo4h/D9EoyI=">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</latexit>

x0

Ax0

Ax

x

kAx � Ax0k ⇡ kx � x0k
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Fig. 4: (left) Geometrical interpretation of the RIP. (right) 2-D illustration of the recover-
ability of x from y = Ax by finding the vector x̂ in Cy with smallest `1-norm.

Now that CS has been described, we can clearly connect it to sketched learning. Recall that the sketch (1)
z̃ converges to the generalized moment z := E[Φ(X)] =

∫
pX(x)Φ(x) dx as the number of data samples

n tends to infinity, as per (4).
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A crucial observation is the following: due to the linearity of integration, the sketch z depends linearly

on the probability density pX . To see it another way, consider a mixture of two densities, pX = αpX1
+

(1− α)pX2
. The corresponding expectation satisfies

EX∼pX [Φ(X)] = αEX1∼pX1
[Φ(X1)] + (1− α)EX2∼pX2

[Φ(X2)], (7)

which implies that the generalized moment z is linear in pX . With this understanding, we can write

z = A(pX) := EX∼pX [Φ(X)], (8)

where A is a linear operator mapping the probability distribution pX to the m-dimensional sketch vector z.
Although A is a linear function of the pX , we emphasize that the feature map Φ(x) is generally not a
linear function of x.

With a small modification of the above arguments, we can handle the finite-sample case. Consider the
difference between the true generalized moment z and the empirical moment z̃, i.e.,

1

n

n∑

i=1

Φ(xi)− E[Φ(X)] =: e. (9)

As we discussed earlier, e converges to zero as n tends to infinity by the law of large numbers. Combin-
ing (1), (8), and (9), we obtain

z̃ = A(pX) + e, (10)

which shows that the sketch (1) can be interpreted as a “noisy” observation of the data distribution pX
through the linear measurement operator A. Under mild conditions1, the central limit theorem can be used
to show that ‖e‖ decays as 1/

√
n w.h.p. [6, Chapter 8]. With the above interpretation of sketched learning,

one recovers all of the traditional ingredients of CS:

• The measurement operator A is linear.

• The measurements z̃ are drastically dimension-reduced. In mathematical terms, probability distribu-
tions pX belong to the infinite-dimensional vector space of so-called finite measures [25][26]. The
operator A maps these infinite-dimensional objects to vectors of finite dimension m.

• The measurement operator A is typically designed using randomness. This is accomplished by choos-
ing an appropriate randomized feature map Φ(·), such as one based on RF features, as in (3).

• The measurements z̃ are noisy, as per (10).

The analogy between sketched learning and CS is illustrated in Fig. 5.

RANDOM FOURIER SAMPLING AND SUPER-RESOLUTION RECOVERY

In this section, we consider the specific case of sketched clustering, which allows us to forge a concrete
connection between CS and sketched learning using random Fourier sampling and super-resolution recovery.

We begin by considering the goal of recovering k centroids {c`}k`=1 in Rd with norm ≤ r that are
separated from each other by ≥ ε. A naive approach would be to discretize the d-dimensional cube of
side-length 2r with a grid spacing of ε, leading to N = (2r/ε)d bins. A valid sketch of the data X is
obtained by simply computing the histogram p̂ ∈ RN+ over these bins (i.e., by using the “binning” feature
map). However, the dimension of this sketch, N , grows exponentially in the feature dimension, d. To

1From the assumed independence of the data samples, this happens for instance if P[‖Φ(X)‖ ≥ t] decays exponentially fast when
t increases.
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Fig. 5: The analogy between sketched learning, which uses the dimensionality reducing linear measurement A(pX) =
E[Φ(X)] of a distribution pX , and compressive sensing, which uses the dimensionality reducing linear measurement
Ax of a signal x.

construct a smaller sketch, one might reason that, if the data clusters tightly around k points, then p̂ is
close to a k-sparse vector. In this case, ideas from CS can be directly exploited. In particular, one could
use a sketched histogram [19][27] of the form z̃ = Ap̂, where matrix A ∈ Rm×N is randomly drawn
with i.i.d. Gaussian components. For centroid recovery, one would first search for the best non-negative,
k-sparse, sum-to-one vector using

p̃ = arg min
p∈Σ+

k

‖z̃ −Ap‖2, (11)

(or a convex or greedy relaxation of this problem) where Σ+
k here denotes the set of k-sparse, non-negative,

sum-to-one vectors. Then, one would identify the k grid locations in Rd corresponding to the non-zero
indices of p̃. CS theory [6] says that the support of p̃ will be accurate for sketch dimensions m at least on
the order of k logN , i.e., at least on the order of kd log(r/ε) Although this latter approach substantially
reduces the dimension of the sketch, practical challenges remain when the feature dimension d is large.
For example, the number of columns, N , in the compression matrix A grows exponentially in d, making
storage and multiplication by A impractical.

An alternative approach could be to construct A using m rows of the (d-dimensional, in this case)
discrete Fourier transform (DFT) matrix, i.e., by sampling the DFT at m (d-dimensional) frequencies. In
this case, multiplication-by-A could be implemented by the fast Fourier transform (FFT) algorithm, and
thus the matrix A would not need to be explicitly stored. Fourier-domain sampling is a familiar operation
in the context of signal processing, as it forms the cornerstone for radar, medical imaging, and radio
interferometry, see e.g. [28, 29] [30–32]. When the m frequencies are drawn uniformly at random, CS
theory [6, 22][24] has established that accurate recovery of an N -length k-sparse signal can be accomplished
(with high probability) when m is on the order of k log3(k) logN [6, Corollary 12.38]. Since N = (2r/ε)d

here, this would mandate sketch dimensions m at least on the order of kd log3(k) log(r/ε). Although the
FFT avoids the need to store A as an explicit matrix and allows efficient computation of the sketch, the
cost of solving the optimization problem (11) using existing convex relaxations or greedy approaches is
impractical due to the need to manipulate N -dimensional vectors, where N grows exponentially in d.

Until now, we considered discretizing the d-dimensional feature space on an ε-spaced hypergrid within
a 2r-sidelength hypercube, but found that this requires manipulating vectors (e.g., a histogram p̂) whose
dimension grows exponentially in d. We can avoid this discretization (i.e., take ε → 0 and r → ∞) by
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replacing the DFT with the continuous Fourier transform, in which case we are Fourier-transforming the
empirical distribution p̂X (x) := 1

n

∑n
i=1 δ(x− xi) rather than its N -bin histogram p̂. The sketch z̃ then

has components

z̃j =

∫

Rd

p̂X (x) exp(−j2πw>j x) dx (12)

=
1

n

n∑

i=1

exp(−j2πw>j xi) j = 1, . . . ,m, (13)

where {wj}mj=1 are d-dimensional frequencies that are drawn at random. Note that (13) corresponds
precisely to the sketch (1) with the random Fourier (RF) feature map Φ(·) from (3). Taking a statistical
perspective, the components z̃j in (12) can also be recognized as samples of the characteristic function of
p̂X . Recall that, for a density p, the characteristic function Ψp is defined as (the complex conjugate of) its
Fourier transform, i.e.,

Ψp(w) :=

∫

Rd

p(x) exp(j2πw>x) dx = EX∼p[exp(j2πw>X)]. (14)

[Box 3] Super-Resolution Recovery
Super-resolution (SR) is a general class of techniques to enhance the resolution of a sensing system,
e.g., to observe sub-wavelength features in astronomy or medical imaging [25]. The problem addressed
by SR is to recover a continuous-time (when dimension d = 1), or continuous-space (when dimension
d ≥ 2) sparse signal s(t) from a few, possibly noisy Fourier measurements {yj}mj=1. This amounts to
recovering a weighted sum s(t) =

∑k
`=1 α`δ(t − t`) of k Diracs with amplitudes α` and locations

t` ∈ Rd from

yj =

∫

Rd

s(t) exp(−j2πw>j t) dt+ ej , j = 1, . . . ,m, (15)

with measurement noise ej and frequency vectors {wj}mj=1 in Rd. Recovery of s(·) can be posed as an
infinite-dimensional convex problem on measures [25] [26]. However, most reconstruction algorithms
involve non-convex steps [33]. When the frequencieswj are drawn randomly, the signal can be accurately
recovered with high probability when m is of the order of at least kd3, up to log factors. Proving this
usually requires additional assumptions, such as a minimal separation between the locations t` [34] or
positivity of the amplitudes α` [33].

The link between super-resolution and sketched-clustering follows from rewriting (12) as

z̃j =

∫

Rd

pX(x) exp(−j2πw>j x) dx+ ej , j = 1, . . . ,m, (16)

where ej captures the “noise” due to finite-sample effects (recall (9)). Comparing (16) to (15), we see
that they are mathematically equivalent when pX(x) =

∑k
`=1 α`δ(x− c`), except for the fact that, in

the case of sketched learning, α` are non-negative and sum to one.

Intuitively, when a probability distribution p has a “simple” structure, one can recover it (with high
probability) from enough randomly chosen samples of its Fourier transform. Centroid recovery from the
sketch (12) is premised on the empirical distribution p̂X being well approximated by a mixture of k Diracs,
i.e., p̂X (x) ≈∑k

`=1 α`δ(x− c`). In this case, centroid recovery parallels the “super-resolution” recovery
problem (see Box 3) through an optimization problem that is the continuous analog to (11) (or a convex
or greedy relaxation for the continuous case) and will be further elaborated in the next section.
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In both problems, recovery guarantees are possible when the frequencies wj are randomly drawn.
For example, when the centroids {c`}k`=1 are ε-separated and r-bounded, centroid recovery guarantees
have been established provided the sketch dimension m is on the order of k2d log(r/ε), omitting—for
simplicity—some log factors involving k and d [8]. Similar guarantees hold when p̂X is approximately a
sum of spatially localized components (e.g., in sketched GMM) [8].

LEARNING FROM A SKETCH

Until now, we have primarily focused on the first stage of the compressive-learning pipeline (see Fig. 1),
where the dataset X is sketched down to z̃, a compressed and noisy representation of the underlying data-
generating distribution pX . We now discuss the second stage of the pipeline, where the distributional
parameters of interest, θ, are recovered from the sketch z̃. The close analogy between sketching and CS
allows us to cast this “parameter learning” stage as an optimization problem, i.e.,

θ̃ = arg min
θ

C(θ| z̃), (17)

where the cost function C(·| z̃) is adapted to the considered learning task. As in CS, many candidate
distributions pX (and hence many candidate parameters θ) can yield the same sketch z̃. Thus, to make
the inverse problem well-posed, one needs to employ concrete modeling assumptions and regularization,
both of which can take several forms. As in CS, we will assume that the sketched quantity pX is of low
intrinsic complexity, i.e., close to some family of “simple” probability distributions.

As a first example, we consider the problem of learning a mixture model from a sketch. Similar to a
sparse vector x, which is a linear combination of a few elements of the standard basis, a mixture model pX
is a linear combination of a few “simple” densities {pθ`}k`=1. Concretely, pX =

∑k
`=1 α`pθ` , where the

mixture weights {α`}k`=1 are non-negative and sum to one. For example, with a Gaussian Mixture Model
(GMM), we have that pθ` = N (µ`,Σ`), where θ` = {µ`,Σ`} contains the mean µ` and covariance Σ`.
If pX is well approximated by the mixture model

∑k
`=1 α`pθ` , then, according to (10), the sketch z̃ is

well approximated by the linear combination
∑k
`=1 α`A(pθ`). Hence, one could try to extract the mixture

parameters, θ = {α`,θ`}k`=1, from the sketch z̃ by solving the (nonconvex) optimization problem (17)
with

C(θ| z̃) :=

∥∥∥∥z̃ −
k∑

`=1

α`A(pθ`)

∥∥∥∥
2

. (18)

The cost C(θ| z̃) can be interpreted as the negative log-likelihood (up to a shift and scale) of θ given the
sketch z̃, under the classic modeling assumption of i.i.d. Gaussian measurement noise e in (10).

When the RF feature map Φ(·) is used to compute the sketch z̃ and the component densities pθ` are
Gaussian or α-stable, there exist analytic expressions for A(pθ`) and for the gradient of A(pθ`) with respect
to the mixture parameters in θ` [10]. These expressions are convenient when numerically optimizing (18).
For instance, greedy approaches, similar to the OMP algorithm for CS (recall Box 2), can be used [10] to
estimate the parameters {α`,θ`}k`=1. These approaches sequentially estimate and subtract, from z̃, each of
the k components α`A(pθ`) that best align with it, where “best” is measured via the correlation between z̃
and A(pθ`). As another example, an iterative approach [16] was proposed that exploits the log-likelihood
interpretation of C(θ| z̃) in (18) and the i.i.d. random nature of the linear transform W in the RF map (3).
In [10, 12], sketched learning is demonstrated on speaker verification (see Box 4) and source separation.
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[Box 4] Sketched Mixture Modeling for Speaker Verification

+

Device 1

z̃1

Device 2

z̃2

Device 3

z̃3

Device 4

z̃4

Local pre-processing

Speech Signal

Time-Frequency

representation

Local Sketches

z̃

Global Sketch

De-centralized, privacy-aware data collecting

Compressed

Learning
Universal Background Model

(Gaussian Mixture Model)

Fig. 6: Speaker verification with sketching. Unlabeled training speech data is collected in a
decentralized manner, pre-processed and sketched locally. The local sketches are then merged
and a Universal Background Model is learned from the global sketch.

Given a fragment of speech and a candidate speaker, the goal of speaker verification is to assess if
the fragment was indeed spoken by that person. A classic method for speaker verification is known
as GMM-UBM [35] (GMM-Universal Background Model). The principle of GMM-UBM is to train a
model of “universal” speaker from unlabeled training data and then compare it to a specialized model for
the candidate speaker. A likelihood ratio for the test fragment between the specialized and the universal
model is then computed, with a positive decision if it exceeds a certain threshold. In GMM-UBM, the
data is modeled using Gaussian Mixture Models, that is, p(x|θ) are multivariate Gaussian distributions,
applied to a suitable time-frequency transform of the raw audio signal [35] (Fig. 6).

The training of the UBM is computationally demanding, as it must be done on a large amount of
speech data. Moreover, the latter must be collected in a wide range of situations so that the final model
may be as universal as possible, hence the data collecting process is best performed in a decentralized
manner. Finally, speech data collected in real-life situations is known to be sensitive. All these reasons
make sketching an ideal method for this type of task (Fig. 6).

In [10], the authors compress 1000 hours of speech data (50 gigabytes) into a sketch of a few
kilobytes on a single laptop, using an RF feature map Φ, and perform subsequent GMM estimation
using a greedy algorithm to tackle the optimization problem (18). They compare this sketched mixture
learning approach to the EM algorithm, which on the same machine can only be trained on 5 hours of
speech given the available RAM. They observe that, by enabling the use of more data within a fixed
memory budget, sketching produces better results despite the tremendous compression factor.
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Fig. 7: Detection Error Tradeoff (DET) curve (False Positive/False Negative tradeoff
obtained by varying the decision threshold) and Equal Error Rate (EER). On a single laptop:
EM is always trained on 5h of speech, sketched GMM estimation uses 5h on the left figure
and 1000h on the right, for different sketch dimensions.

As a second example, we consider sketched k-means clustering. Here, the goal is to recover, from the
sketch z̃, the centroids θ = {c`}k`=1 that minimize the average squared Euclidean distance from each
sample to its nearest centroid, i.e., 1

n

∑n
i=1 min` ‖xi − c`‖2. To tackle this k-means problem, we view

it as an approximation of a particular GMM fitting problem. In particular, suppose that the probability
distribution pX is a GMM with weights α`, mean vectors c`, and covariance matrices Σ`. Then, in
the special case that α` = 1/k and Σ` = σ2I for all components 1 ≤ ` ≤ k, using the log-sum-
exp approximation log

∑
` exp(f`(x)) ≈ max` f`(x), the negative log-likelihood − log

∏n
i=1 p(xi|θ) =

−∑n
i=1 log

∑k
`=1 α`pθ`(xi) can be approximated (up to an additive constant) as 1

2σ2

∑n
i=1 min` ‖xi −

c`‖2, which agrees with the k-means cost up to a scaling. If we furthermore consider the case of a
vanishing variance σ2 → 0, then the component density pθ` reduces to a point mass, i.e., pθ`(x) →
δ(x−c`). In this limiting case, the linear measurement of the point-mass pθ` is A(pθ`) = EX∼pθ` [Φ(X)] =∫

Φ(x)pθ`(x) dx = Φ(c`) according to (8).
Thus, with these justifications, the cost function (18) for sketched GMM would change to

C(θ| z̃) :=

∥∥∥∥z̃ −
1

k

k∑

`=1

Φ(c`)

∥∥∥∥
2

(19)

for sketched k-means. If we do not want to assume that α` = 1/k for each `, we could instead estimate
{α`}k`=1 from the sketch, leading to the cost function suggested in [15]:

C(θ| z̃) := min
α

∥∥∥∥z̃ −
k∑

`=1

α`Φ(c`)

∥∥∥∥
2

. (20)

Similar to the sketched GMM problem described earlier, minimization of the sketched k-means cost
function (20) can be tackled by greedy approaches, as described in [15]. Despite the fact that (20) does
not directly minimize the k-means cost, it has been shown empirically [15] that the centroids estimated
by such greedy algorithms nearly minimize this cost, see, e.g., Box 5 for an example on MNIST data.
This claim is also supported by theoretical results guaranteeing that the minimizer of (20) is endowed
with statistical-learning guarantees with respect to the original k-means cost [8]. Such guarantees will be
discussed shortly.
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[Box 5] Sketched Clustering of MNIST digits

Handwritten digits Spectral embedding

Pre-

processing

z̃

Sketch

Sketched

Clustering

Fig. 8: Illustration of spectral clustering for unsupervised handwritten digits classification.
SIFT descriptors are extracted from each image, from which a similarity graph is constructed.
The first eigenvectors of the normalized Laplacian of the graph are then fed into a sketched
clustering algorithm.

Data clustering is a classic task that is a part of many learning pipelines. The most popular method is
Lloyd’s algorithm [14][13] for the k-means minimization problem. As a proof of concept, the authors
in [15] implement a spectral clustering method on handwritten digits from the MNIST dataset, where
the final k-means algorithm is replaced by sketched clustering (Fig. 8). On an augmented dataset with
n = 107 digits, they report the same accuracy as the k-means approach with a time complexity and
memory usage reduced by respectively two and four orders of magnitude (Fig. 9).

n=104 n=105 n=106 n=107

Fig. 9: Performance of sketched clustering relative to Lloyd’s algorithm for k-means. Figure
from [15].

Depending on the choice of parameters θ and the feature map Φ(·), the form of sketched learning
can differ considerably from that for GMMs in (18) and k-means in (19)-(20). Consider, for example,
sketched learning for PCA. As described earlier, the parameter θ of interest is the k-dimensional subspace
that best fits the d-dimensional data {xi}ni=1 in a least-squares sense. It is well known that this subspace
is spanned by k principal eigenvectors of the empirical autocorrelation matrix R̂ = 1

n

∑n
i=1 xix

>
i , or—

equivalently—the column space of the (symmetric) matrix R̂k that is closest to R̂ in the Frobenius norm:

R̂k := arg min
R: rank(R)≤k

‖R̂−R‖F = arg min
R: rank(R)≤k

‖ vec(R̂)− vec(R)‖2. (21)
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TABLE I: Loss functions for our four running examples

Running example Parameters θ Loss function L(θ|xi)
Principal component analysis Orthonormal basis θ = {u`}k`=1

∑k
`=1 |x>i u`|2

Least-squares linear regression A weight matrix θ ‖x1i − θx2i‖2, xi := (x>1i,x
>
2i)
>

Gaussian mixture modeling GMM parameters θ = {α`,µ`,Σ`}k`=1 − log
∑k
`=1 α`N (xi;µ`,Σ`)

k-means clustering A set of centroids θ = {c`}k`=1 min` ‖xi − c`‖2

When sketching using quadratic features Φ(x) = ((w>1 x)2, . . . , (w>mx)2) with random wj ∈ Rd, the
jth component of the sketch becomes z̃j = 1

n

∑n
i=1w

>
j xix

>
i wj = w>j R̂wj . Importantly, this z̃j is a

linear function of R̂, and so there exists an m× d2 matrix A such that z̃ = A vec(R̂). Thus, by analogy
with (21), one could first fit a low-rank matrix to the sketch z̃ via

R̃ = arg min
R: rank(R)≤k,R>=R

‖z̃ −A vec(R)‖2, (22)

and then set the parameter estimate θ̃ equal to the column space of R̃.
The low-rank matrix recovery problem (22) has been thoroughly investigated by the signal processing and

machine learning communities (e.g., [36]). It arises, for example, in applications such as collaborative fil-
tering for recommender systems and signal reconstruction from phaseless measurements. Early approaches
to solving the non-convex problem (22) involved convex relaxation via nuclear-norm regularization [6,
Chapter 4]. More recent approaches exploit the non-convex geometry of (22) [37].

SKETCHED LEARNING WITH THEORETICAL GUARANTEES

In the previous section, we posed sketched learning as the optimization problem (17), repeated here for
convenience:

θ̃ = arg min
θ

C(θ| z̃). (23)

The quantity C(·| z̃) is a real-valued cost function whose minimizer θ̃ is the “best” (in some sense) estimate
of θ from the sketch z̃. This approach contrasts with traditional statistical learning [38], which computes
the parameter estimate

θ̂ := arg min
θ

R(θ| X ) with R(θ| X ) :=
1

n

n∑

i=1

L(θ|xi), (24)

where R(·| X ) is the “empirical risk” and L(·|xi) is the “loss function” for the ith sample. Table I presents
typical loss functions for our four running examples. In most cases, performing the minimization in (24)
involves querying the full training dataset X many times, e.g., for stochastic gradient descent. In sketched
learning, the cost C(·| z̃), which depends only on the low-dimensional sketch z̃, is used as a surrogate for
the empirical risk. Because the dimension of the sketch is so much smaller than the cardinality of the full
dataset X , the minimization in (17) can be made much more efficient than that in (24).

Of course, the estimate that minimizes the cost C(·| z̃) is not, in general, the same as that which
minimizes the empirical risk R(·| X ). Both, however, are approximations of the ideal estimate

θ? := arg min
θ

R?(θ) with R?(θ) := E[L(θ|X)], (25)

where R?(θ) is known as the “true risk.” Indeed, the feature map Φ(·) and cost C(·| z̃) are designed
precisely to ensure that C(·| z̃) minimization (23) approximates true-risk minimization (25).
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The true risk can be interpreted as the expected loss on test samples that have the same generating
distribution pX as the training samples X , but are drawn independently and not accessible at training time.
In statistical learning tasks, the true risk R?(·) is the primary metric by which one judges the quality of an
arbitrary estimate θ. Thus, to establish a guarantee on the goodness of an estimate θ, one must prove that
the “excess risk” R?(θ)−R?(θ?) ≥ 0 is small. Note that this is different from proving that θ is close to
the ideal estimate θ? in, e.g., the Euclidean distance ‖θ−θ?‖. Consider, for example, the problem of fitting
a one-dimensional linear subspace to a dataset (i.e., PCA with k = 1). When the two largest eigenvalues of
the autocorrelation matrix R are equal, any nontrivial linear combination of the corresponding eigenvectors
generates a one-dimensional subspace θ with minimum true risk. The problem of estimating a subspace
“close to the optimal one” is thus ill-defined, yet finding a subspace with close-to-optimal performance is
well-defined and achievable, both by classic PCA and sketched PCA.

Despite the fact that the estimates θ̃, θ̂, and θ? minimize different objective functions, they often yield
similar true-risks, i.e., the excess risks of θ̃ and θ̂ are provably small. For θ̂, the proofs use classic results
from statistical learning, under assumptions that we will briefly discuss in the sequel. For θ̃, with an
appropriately designed feature map Φ(·) and cost function C(·| z̃), the proofs informally follow from the
fact that C(·| z̃) and R∗(·) have a similar shape. This fact is illustrated in Box 6 for a toy example of
sketched clustering. There it can be seen that, with a properly designed feature map Φ(·), a well-chosen
cost function C(·| z̃), and a sufficiently large sketch dimension m, the minimizer θ̃ of the cost yields a
nearly minimal true risk R?(θ̃) and lives in a large basin-of-attraction in C(·| z̃). If the sketch dimension
m is chosen too small, however, then the excess risk R∗(θ̃)−R∗(θ∗) increases.

[Box 6] Traditional Statistical Learning versus Compressive Learning

Fig. 10: k-means clustering of one-dimensional data X , showing cost function C(θ| z̃),
risk R?(θ), ideal estimate θ?, sketch-learning estimate θ̃, and excess risk R?(θ̃)−R?(θ?),
for a sketch of small dimension m (top) and a moderately sized m (bottom).

In statistical learning, the ideal parameter θ? minimizes the true risk R?(θ) = EX∼pX [L(θ|X)].
The performance of any estimate θ is measured according to its excess risk, i.e., R?(θ) − R?(θ?).
In sketched learning, one obtains θ̃ by minimizing a cost function C(θ| z̃), where the sketch z̃ is a
compressed version of a finite-size dataset X with samples drawn from distribution pX .
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To gain intuition into how these quantities manifest in sketched learning, Fig. 10 shows a simple
example: sketched k-means clustering of one-dimensional data X = {xi}ni=1 with two centroids, θ1

and θ2. The true risk R?(·) and the cost C(·| z̃) are plotted versus θ = (θ1, θ2) and versus a 1-D slice
in the θ plane. As the sketch dimension m increases, it can be seen that the excess risk R?(θ̃)−R?(θ?)
decreases. Moreover, although the cost function C(·| z̃) is nonconvex, it is approximately quadratic in
a large basin of attraction around its global minimizer, suggesting that gradient-descent algorithms will
behave well when properly initialized.

A theory of sketched learning [8] has been developed to better understand how (random) feature maps
Φ(·) and cost functions C(·| z̃) can be designed to ensure that the sketch z̃ captures sufficient information
about θ∗, the minimizer of the true risk R∗(·). Key aspects of this theory are summarized below.

TASK-DRIVEN DISTANCES AND EXCESS-RISK BOUNDS

In traditional statistical learning, it is common to define a distance between the true distribution pX and
an arbitrary surrogate p′X as

d(p′X , pX) = sup
θ

∣∣R?(θ| p′X)−R?(θ| pX)
∣∣, (26)

where R?(θ| p) := EX∼p[L(θ|X)] denotes the risk under an arbitrary distribution p. This distance is
task specific, since the loss function L(·| ·) depends on the estimation task. The utility of d(p′X , pX) for
assessing the goodness of parameter estimation follows from the inequalities

R?(θ?| pX) ≤ R?(θ?′| pX) ≤ R?(θ?′| p′X) + d(p′X , pX)

≤ R?(θ?| p′X) + d(p′X , pX)

≤ R?(θ?| pX) + 2d(p′X , pX), (27)

where θ? := arg minθ R
∗(θ|pX) and θ?′ := arg minθ R

?(θ|p′X). In particular, these inequalities yield the
following bounds on the excess risk of θ?′:

0 ≤ R?(θ?′| pX)−R?(θ?| pX) ≤ 2d(p′X , pX). (28)

For example, if p′X equals the empirical distribution p̂X (x) := 1
n

∑n
i=1 δ(x − xi), then (28) bounds

the “generalization error” of empirical risk minimization, i.e., the error incurred when training with
X = {xi}ni=1 but testing with independent samples drawn from pX . This is the reasoning behind many
classic statistical-learning guarantees, where so-called “uniform convergence” results establish that, under
appropriate conditions, d(p̂X , pX) = O(1/

√
n) with high probability on the draw of i.i.d. training samples

X = {xi}ni=1. The term “uniform convergence” stems from the analogy between the distance (26) and the
`∞ norm.

EXPLOITING SIMPLIFIED MODELS TO LEARN FROM A SKETCH

Key geometric intuitions about the behavior of sketched learning can be obtained by exploiting its
connection to CS, as illustrated in Fig. 5.

Recall that, in CS, the goal is to recover the best k-sparse approximation of an unknown vector x0 ∈ Rd

given the noisy linear measurement y = Ax0 +e ∈ Rm, where m� d. Ideally, recovery aims to find the
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k-sparse vector whose (noiseless) measurement is closest to the observed y, i.e.,

x̂ = arg min
x∈Σk

‖y −Ax‖2. (29)

In practice, convex or greedy approximations of this combinatorial approach are often used. Recovery
guarantees can be established using the restricted isometry property (RIP) in (5), which says that the
Euclidean distance ‖Ax−Ax′‖ between the (noiseless) measurements of two k-sparse vectors is almost
the same as the Euclidean distance ‖x−x′‖ between the vectors themselves (see Box 2). These guarantees
require that the sparsity k is sufficiently small for a given m and d.

To connect sketched-learning to CS, we first reframe the goal of sketched learning as that of recovering
a parametric model distribution pθ ∈ ΣΘ from the sketch z̃, rather than recovering the model parameters
θ ∈ Θ themselves. Here, ΣΘ := {pθ : θ ∈ Θ} denotes some set of admissible distributions pθ. For
example, in sketched GMM, the goal becomes that of recovering a k-term GMM pθ =

∑k
`=1 α`N (µ`,Σ`)

rather than the GMM parameters θ = {α`,µ`,Σ`}k`=1. Likewise, in sketched PCA, the goal becomes that
of recovering a distribution pθ whose autocorrelation matrix has rank of at most k, rather than a k-
dimensional orthonormal basis θ for the column space of that autocorrelation matrix. Then, mirroring the
CS recovery approach (29), sketched-learning recovery aims to find a parametric distribution pθ ∈ ΣΘ

whose (noiseless) sketch is closest to the observed sketch z̃, i.e.,

pθ̃ := arg min
pθ∈ΣΘ

‖z̃ −A(pθ)‖2. (30)

The construction of ΣΘ implies that the parameters θ̃ defining pθ̃ minimize a certain cost function, i.e.,

θ̃ = arg min
θ∈Θ

C(θ| z̃) with C(θ| z̃) = ‖z̃ −A(pθ)‖2. (31)

Note the similarity between (31) and (17)-(18). Finally, recovery guarantees can be established using a tool
analogous to the RIP (5) in CS. In particular, sketched learning uses the so-called “lower RIP” (LRIP),

d(pθ, pθ′) ≤ C0‖A(pθ)−A(pθ′)‖, (32)

assumed to be valid for each pair pθ, pθ′ ∈ ΣΘ, where C0 is a positive constant. The LRIP says that the
Euclidean distance ‖A(pθ) − A(pθ′)‖ between the (noiseless) sketches of two distributions is—up to a
scaling—controlling the distance d(pθ, pθ′) between the distributions themselves (26). Note that the lower
bound d(·, ·) in (32) is task-specific, and not Euclidean as in the CS case (5). As we will see in the next
section, when the LRIP (32) holds, the estimate θ̃ obtained by minimizing (31) automatically satisfies an
excess risk control bound of the form (28), where the bound depends in part on the distance from the true
distribution of the data to the parametric model ΣΘ.

From the description above, we see that a central theme of both CS and sketched learning is that
measurement compression makes it impossible to recover the full object-of-interest (i.e., x0 in CS or pX in
sketched learning) without additional side-information. For this reason, both seek to recover the parameters
of a simplified model of the object-of-interest. In CS, this is accomplished by seeking to recover the best
k-sparse approximation to x0, rather than x0 itself. In sketched-learning, this is accomplished by seeking
to recover the best model distribution pθ ∈ ΣΘ, rather than the true distribution pX . In both cases, if the
linear operator (i.e., A in CS or A(·) in sketched learning) is well designed, then the model parameters
(in Σk for CS or in ΣΘ for sketched learning) can be accurately recovered if the number of measurements
m is large enough compared to the model complexity. We will further discuss this notion in the section
titled “Establishing the LRIP via kernels and the JL lemma”.
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FROM THE LRIP TO EXCESS-RISK CONTROL

It should be emphasized that recovery guarantees based on the RIP (5) or LRIP (32) hold even in the

presence of measurement noise e and/or modeling errors. In CS, measurement noise arises due to, e.g.,
thermal noise or interference, while modeling errors arise when x0 is not truly k-sparse. Many sparse
recovery techniques are provably robust to such noise and modeling errors, cf. (6) in Box 2. In sketched
learning, measurement noise arises due to the finite cardinality of the dataset X (recall (9)), while modeling
errors arise when pX /∈ ΣΘ. For example, GMM-recovery guarantees can be established even when pX

is not truly a GMM.
To illustrate the pθ-based viewpoint on sketched learning, let us consider compressing a dataset X down

to z̃ to recover a mixture of k standard Gaussians. In this case, ΣΘ would contain all k-term GMMs
pθ with identity-covariance components. Using RF features Φ(·) and a sufficiently large sketch length
m, it was shown in [8] that the LRIP (32) holds with high probability, assuming that the means of the
Gaussian components of pθ and pθ′ are sufficiently separated. Furthermore, it was shown that the estimate
θ̃ produced by (31) is nearly optimal (in the sense of minimizing excess risk).

Previously, we connected CS to sketched-learning by viewing the latter as recovering a model distribution
pθ ∈ ΣΘ. But there are other ways to make the connection. Take, for example, the case of sketched PCA. As
discussed around (22), one could use a sketch of the form z̃ = A vec(R̂) ∈ Rm, where R̂ = 1

n

∑n
i=1 xix

>
i

is the d × d empirical autocorrelation matrix and m � d2, and then search for R̃, the symmetric matrix
with rank at-most-k that minimizes the cost C(R| z̃) = ‖z̃ −A vec(R)‖2. Recovery guarantees can be
established using an RIP of the form

(1− δ)‖R−R′‖2F ≤ ‖A vec(R)−A vec(R′)‖2 ≤ (1 + δ)‖R−R′‖2F , ∀R,R′ ∈ Σk, (33)

where δ ∈ (0, 1) is a tolerance and Σk is now the set of d× d symmetric rank-k matrices. It is known [6,
Chapter 9] that i.i.d. random A satisfy the RIP (33) with high probability when m is on the order of kd
times a constant that depends on the tolerance δ. Furthermore, it was shown in [8] that the cost-minimizing
R̃ is near-optimal in the sense of minimizing the excess risk, even when a convex relaxation of the cost
is used.

We emphasize that these sketched-PCA guarantees hold even under model mismatch: although Σk

constrains R̃ to have rank at-most-k, the empirical autocorrelation matrix R̂ used to construct z̃ tends to
have full rank d in practice. To explore this idea in more detail, suppose for the moment that the data X
lies in a rank-k subspace. In this case, R̂ would have rank at-most-k, and there exists a symmetric R with
rank at-most-k that drives the cost C(R| z̃) = ‖A vec(R̂) −A vec(R)‖2 to zero. Furthermore, when A
satisfies the RIP (33), the left inequality in (33) implies that this cost-minimizing R̃ must equal R̂. When
the data X does not lie in a rank-k subspace, the minimal cost will be non-zero. In this case, an upper
bound on the error ‖R̂−R̃‖F of the cost-minimizing estimate R̃, as well as an upper bound on the excess
risk of the principal subspace θ̃ of R̃, can both be obtained as a consequence of the RIP (33).

For general sketched-learning tasks, a similar procedure can be used to obtain recovery guarantees. In
particular, the excess risk bound (28) can be combined with the LRIP (32) and the definition of θ̃ (31) as
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follows:

R?(θ̃| pX)−R?(θ′| pX) ≤ 2d(pθ̃, pX)

≤ 2
[
d(pθ̃, pθ′) + d(pθ′ , pX)

]

≤ 2
[
C0‖A(pθ̃)−A(pθ′)‖+ d(pθ′ , pX)

]

≤ 2
[
C0‖A(pθ̃)− z̃‖+ C0‖z̃ −A(pθ′)‖+ d(pθ′ , pX)

]

≤ 2
[
2C0‖A(pθ′)− z̃‖+ d(pθ′ , pX)

]

≤ 2
[
2C0‖A(pX)− z̃‖+ 2C0‖A(pθ′)−A(pX)‖+ d(pθ′ , pX)

]
, (34)

for any distribution pθ′ in ΣΘ (because d(·, ·) is a valid distance metric, i.e., d(p1, p2) ≤ d(p1, p3) +

d(p3, p2) ∀p3). One option is to choose pθ′ = pθ? , in which case 2C0‖A(pθ?) − A(pX)‖ + d(pθ? , pX)

reflects the excess risk due to modeling and 2C0‖A(pX) − z̃‖ reflects the excess risk due to sketching
from a finite dataset X . For a tighter bound, we could choose pθ′ as the distribution in ΣΘ that minimizes
the right side of (34). These approaches, and more refined variants, have been applied to analyze various
learning tasks, in e.g., [8, 17, 18].

ESTABLISHING THE LRIP VIA KERNELS AND THE JL LEMMA

A key question is: How can we choose the sketch dimension m so that the LRIP (32) holds? Similar
to how the RIP is proven in CS, a value of m sufficient for the LRIP to hold with high probability can
be obtained using refinements of a mathematical tool called the Johnson-Lindenstrauss (JL) lemma (see,
e.g., [6, Lemma 9.33]). We now summarize this approach.

Our LRIP analysis will exploit connections to kernel methods (see Box 7 for a brief review of kernels).
To begin, some key observations are that any feature map explicitly defines a positive definite kernel, and
that the expectation of any random feature map defines another useful positive-definite kernel. To see why,
consider, for example, the RF feature map (3). First, for a fixed set of frequency vectors {wj}mj=1, we
have

〈 1√
m

Φ(x), 1√
m

Φ(x′)〉 =
1

m

m∑

j=1

exp(−j2πw>j (x− x′)), ∀x,x′. (35)

Being the inner-product between (normalized) feature maps, the left-hand side defines a positive definite
kernel according to the terminology reviewed in Box 7. This kernel is also “shift-invariant,” in that it
depends only on the difference x−x′. Next, imagine that the d-dimensional frequency vectors wj , which
constitute the m rows of the random matrix W , are drawn i.i.d. from some probability distribution pW .
In the limit of large sketch dimension m, the law of large numbers combined with (35) says

〈 1√
m

Φ(x), 1√
m

Φ(x′)〉 w.p.1→ EW exp(−j2πW>(x− x′)). (36)

The right hand side of (36) is the Fourier transform (FT) of the probability density pW evaluated at x−x′,
i.e., the characteristic function ΨpW (x′−x) using the notation from (14). Because ΨpW (·) is the FT of a
non-negative function, it is a so-called positive definite function, which means that, for any {xi}ni=1, the
n×n matrix Ψ defined with elements Ψij = ΨpW (xi−xj) for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n will be positive semidefinite.
Thus, if we construct a kernel as κ(x,x′) := ΨpW (x′−x), then it will be a positive definite kernel. When
pW = N (0, σ2

wId), this approach yields the familiar Gaussian kernel (a particular type of “radial basis
function”), i.e., κσ(x,x′) := exp(−‖x− x′‖2/2σ2), here of width σ = 1/σw.
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More generally, considering any parametric feature map of the form Φ(x|W ), where the parameter W
is drawn at random according to some probability distribution, one can define2 the “expected kernel” (not
to be confused with the “mean kernel” defined in (38))

κ(x,x′) := EW
〈

1√
m

Φ(x|W ), 1√
m

Φ(x′|W )
〉
. (37)

This setting includes RF features (3) with i.i.d. frequencies wj (as above), or with a frequency matrix W
that includes structured blocks of rows, as we will soon discuss.

[Box 7] Kernel Methods and Kernel Embeddings of Probability Distributions
Sketching shares connections with kernel methods [2], a family of machine learning techniques that

produce decisions or insights using a kernel function, κ(x,x′) ∈ R, which measures the “similarity”
between x and x′. A kernel is said to be “positive definite” if the n × n matrix K, constructed
with entries κ(xi,xj) for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n, is positive semi-definite for every possible {xi}ni=1. The
celebrated “kernel trick” states that any positive definite kernel implicitly amounts to an inner product
in some higher-dimensional (and potentially infinite-dimensional) feature space H, and vice-versa. That
is, κ(x,x′) = 〈Φ(x),Φ(x′)〉 for some (not necessarily explicitly known) mapping Φ(·) from the signal
space to H. Any machine learning method that relies only on the evaluation of inner products—such as
ridge regression, support-vector-machine classification, PCA [39], and dictionary learning [40]—can be
“kernelized” by using a kernel in place of the inner product. Kernelizing a method is thus tantamount
to applying that method in a transformed, higher-dimensional feature space. In this way, more complex
estimation and/or decision functions can be implemented.

Given a positive definite kernel κ(x,x′) operating on signals x and x′ in some set, it is possible to
“lift” κ(·, ·) to a positive definite kernel operating on probability distributions over this set by defining
the so-called mean kernel

k(p, q) := EX∼p,X′∼q[κ(X,X ′)]. (38)

This defines an embedding of probability distributions into a kernel space, which is analogous to
the finite-dimensional embedding A(p) of probability distribution p from (8). The maximum mean

discrepancy (MMD) [41, 42]

MMD(p, q) :=
√
k(p, p) + k(q, q)− 2k(p, q) (39)

is the Euclidean metric naturally induced by the mean kernel. It is analogous to the Euclidean distance
between sketches, ‖A(p) − A(q)‖. The MMD, originally introduced in the context of two-sample
hypothesis testing [41], is now well-known in machine learning. When the MMD behaves as a true
metric, i.e., when MMD(p, q) = 0 ⇔ p = q, the mean kernel k(·, ·) is said to be “characteristic”. In
Rd, many classic kernels κ(·, ·), such as the Gaussian and Laplace kernels, yield characteristic mean
kernels [42].

Now that the kernel connections have been established, we return to our original objective of under-

standing when the LRIP (32) holds. Importantly, the law of large numbers shows that, in the limit of large
sketch dimension m, the right side of (32) is related to the maximum mean discrepancy (MMD) from
(39), which is a kernel-based distance between distributions (see Box 7). Indeed, for arbitrary probability

2In many papers, the 1/
√
m scaling in (35)-(37) is subsumed in the feature map Φ(·).
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distributions p and q, we have

lim
m→∞

1√
m
‖A(p)−A(q)‖ w.p.1

= MMD(p, q). (40)

Thus, if the LRIP (32) holds then, for sufficiently large sketch dimension m, it must also be true that

d(pθ, pθ′) ≤ C ′0 MMD(pθ, pθ′), for all pθ, pθ′ ∈ ΣΘ, (41)

where C ′0 is a positive constant. Property (41) connects two different metrics on probability distributions:
the left hand side of (41) is defined by the learning task (recall (26)), while the right hand side of (41)
is defined by the expected kernel κ (37) associated with the randomized feature map. Note that (41) is a
deterministic property; it does not depend on the draw of the randomized feature map, unlike the LRIP
(32). In the literature, (41) is called the “kernel-LRIP” [8] because it is a kernel-based analog to the LRIP.
Being deterministic, the expected kernel is easier to manipulate than the random feature map, and thus
eases the proof of the kernel-LRIP. This is important because if the kernel-LRIP (41) holds then, using
arguments based on the JL lemma, one can also establish [8] the LRIP (32), as we show below.

The JL lemma is a precursor of the restricted isometry property that is specialized to finite sets (5).
It states that, given N arbitrary d-dimensional vectors xi, there exists an m × d matrix A, with m on
the order of logN , such that ‖Axi − Axj‖ ≈ ‖xi − xj‖ for all i, j. Indeed, since there are only N2

pairs of parametric mixtures pθ, pθ′ ∈ ΣΘ, the lower bound (42) is valid uniformly for all of them, except
with probability at most N2 exp(−c0m). This failure probability can be made smaller than any ε > 0 by
choosing m larger than 2c−1

0 log(N/
√
ε).

To illustrate how the JL lemma is useful in the context of sketched learning, let us momentarily
restrict our attention to a learning problem where the collection ΣΘ of parametric distributions is of finite

cardinality, noting that we can extend this approach to continuous families of parametric distributions
through discretization arguments involving the notion of covering numbers [6, Appendix C], as described
below. As a concrete example, let us consider a discretized variant of sketched GMM using the RF
feature map (3). As in [8, 10], we assume that the d-dimensional frequency vectors wj are drawn i.i.d.
from the normal distribution N (0, σ2

wId), and we consider learning a mixture of Gaussian components
pθ` = N (µ`, I) for ` = 1, . . . , k, with equal weights α` = 1/k for each `, where the means µ` are
assumed to be bounded, separated, and discretized on a regular grid. In this setting, there exists a finite
number, N , of possible parametric mixture distributions pθ ∈ ΣΘ. When ΣΘ is a finite collection, as in
this concrete example, the kernel-LRIP (41) holds (for a sufficiently large C ′0) as long as the MMD is a
true metric (as defined in Box 7). Moreover, specializing to an arbitrary pair of mixtures pθ, pθ′ ∈ ΣΘ and
a given sketch dimension m, refinements of (40) (using measure concentration) enable one to show that
the lower bound

1√
2

MMD(pθ, pθ′) ≤ 1√
m
‖A(pθ)−A(pθ′)‖ (42)

holds with probability at least 1− exp(−c0m), where c0 is a positive concentration constant. Combining
(41) and (42) using a union bound, it can be shown [8] that the LRIP (32) holds with high probability
when C0 is on the order of C ′0

√
m and the sketch dimension m grows logarithmically with N , the number

of parametric distributions in the finite set ΣΘ.
For infinite collections ΣΘ, proving (41), and eventually the LRIP (32), is more technical and can require

some additional assumptions. As an example, for sketched clustering with RF features, it can be proven
that there is a constant C ′0 such that (41) holds, provided that the centroids are sufficiently separated and
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bounded [8]. The JL lemma can be extended by refining techniques used to establish the RIP (5). The main
idea is that one can find a finite collection Σ′ ⊂ ΣΘ of N probability distributions which approximate any
pθ ∈ ΣΘ sufficiently well to ensure that, whenever the LRIP holds for all pθ, pθ′ ∈ Σ′, it also holds for all
pθ, pθ′ ∈ ΣΘ with slightly worse constants. Technically, this involves the notion of covering numbers, and
the cardinality N = |Σ′| is typically exponential in the number of parameters needed to describe ΣΘ. For
example, for GMM, one needs kd parameters to describe the means µ` ∈ Rd, 1 ≤ ` ≤ k of the mixture
pθ =

∑k
`=1

1
kN (µ`, I), and logN essentially depends linearly on kd. The dimension m of the sketch for

which the LRIP holds with high probability is thus on the order of kd/c0, up to some additional factors
due to the proof technique [8].

Empirical studies of sketched clustering [15, 16] and sketched GMM [10] suggest that a sketch dimension
m on the order of kd (the number of parameters in these settings) is sufficient to yield accurate learning
performance. The best known bounds on provably good sketch dimensions [8] remain pessimistic compared
to these empirically validated sketch dimensions. This is most likely related to sub-optimal bounds for the
concentration constant c0 and/or shortcomings in the techniques used to extend the LRIP from a finite
collection Σ′ to an infinite collection ΣΘ.

THE CHALLENGE OF DESIGNING A FEATURE MAP GIVEN A LEARNING TASK

In the existing literature, the LRIP has been established [8] for randomized feature maps Φ(·) (e.g.,
random Fourier features, random quadratic features) that mimic related constructions from compressive
sensing, developed either for sparse-vector recovery or low-rank matrix recovery.

When sketching with random Fourier features (e.g., for sketched clustering and sketched GMM), the
main design choice for Φ(·) is the distribution from which to draw the random frequencies wj (i.e., the
rows of W in (3)). In light of the connections to shift-invariant kernels (recall (35)), this design task is a
particular instance of the difficult problem of kernel design [2, Sec. 4.4.5].

For example, when the rows of W are drawn i.i.d. N (0, σ2
wI), the choice of the variance σ2

w determines
the choice of the width σ = 1/σw of the corresponding Gaussian kernel κσ(·, ·). Indeed, from a signal-
processing standpoint, the corresponding mean kernel kσ(·, ·) (recall (38)) acts to low-pass filter the
underlying data distributions. To see why, observe that κσ(x,x′) = gσ(x−x′) with gσ(x) := e−‖x‖

2/2σ2

,
and so

kσ(p, q) = EX∼p,X′∼q[κσ(X,X ′)] =

∫∫
e−‖X−X

′‖2/2σ2

dp(X) dq(X ′) (43)

= 〈gσ ? p, q〉L2 = 〈gσ ? p, gσ ? q〉L2 , (44)

where ? denotes convolution and σ = σ/
√

2. Hence, the associated MMD (39) satisfies MMD(p, q) =

‖gσ?p−gσ?q‖L2 . Recall that learning-from-a-sketch is often performed by minimizing a “sketch matching”
cost ‖z̃−A(pθ)‖2 = ‖A(p̂X )−A(pθ)‖2, as in (30), where p̂X denotes the empirical distribution of the data
X . In the limit of large sketch dimension m, this cost compares the smoothed versions of the probability
distributions p̂X and pθ, since 1

m‖z̃ −A(pθ)‖2 ≈
∥∥gσ ? p̂X − gσ ? pθ

∥∥2

L2
. Similarly, when using a greedy

algorithm to learn a mixture model (or cluster centroids) from a sketch, the normalized inner product
1
m 〈z̃,A(pθ`)〉 approximates the correlation 〈gσ ? p̂X , gσ ? pθ`〉L2 between the low-passed versions of the
empirical data distribution p̂X and the candidate mixture component pθ` , respectively.

This latter idea is illustrated for sketched clustering in Figure 11. There, since the mixture component
associated to a candidate centroid c is the Dirac pc(x) = δ(x− c) (recall the discussion before (19)), we
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Fig. 11: Criterion 〈z̃σ,Φσ(c)〉 used by greedy parameter estimation algorithms in sketched clustering with
random Fourier features (top row) versus its expected value (gσ ? p̂X )(c) (bottom row) as a function of
the centroid hypothesis location c = [c1, c2]>. The dataset (in blue) consists of n = 100 points drawn
according to a mixture of k = 3 isotropic Gaussians. The frequencies wj used to define the feature map
Φσ(·) = exp(−j2πW ·) are drawn according to a standard GaussianN (0, σ2

wI) with σw = 1/σ. The sketch
z̃σ is computed with the feature map Φσ(·). With σ2 = 1

500 (left), there is insufficient smoothing, and the
criterion displays many spurious local maxima; with σ2 = 1

10 (middle), there is appropriate smoothing,
and local maxima are in good correspondence with the true cluster centers; with σ2 = 1 (right), there is
over-smoothing, and the criterion displays only a single maximum.

have that 〈z̃σ,Aσ(pc)〉 = 〈z̃σ,Φσ(c)〉, where the dependence on the kernel width σ = 1/σw has been
made explicit. Meanwhile,

〈gσ ? p̂X , gσ ? pc〉L2
= (gσ ? p̂X )(c) =

1

n

n∑

i=1

gσ(c− xi). (45)

In (45), we recognize a Parzen window density estimator [43], whose computation for a given c requires
access to the n training samples xi. In contrast, its surrogate 〈z̃σ,Φσ(c)〉 only requires access to the
m-dimensional sketch z̃. In a large-scale setting, this can save huge amounts of memory and computation.
As can be seen when comparing the top and bottom rows in Figure 11, 〈z̃σ,Φσ(c)〉 well approximates
(gσ ? p̂X )(c) for sufficiently large kernel width σ. By comparing the different columns of Figure 11, it can
also be seen that the kernel width σ should be chosen compatible with the cluster width and separation.
This choice involves a tradeoff between smoothing the unwanted gaps between data samples and over-
smoothing the (desired) gaps between clusters. Existing theory [8] identifies sufficient conditions on the
choice of σ related to the number k of candidate clusters and their minimum separation.

Although i.i.d. Gaussian frequencies wj were used with the RF map above, one may also consider the
use of i.i.d. non-Gaussian frequencies. Such designs, as proposed in [10], can yield improved empirical
behavior. As we will see in the next section, it is also possible to deviate from the RF map with the goal
of improving computational efficiency. Such constructions also yield non-Gaussian expected kernels (37).
Although they work well in practice, there is currently no proof that these latter kernels satisfy the kernel-
LRIP.

While existing theory focuses on proving the LRIP for a given random feature map and learning task,
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an important open question is: How should one design the feature map to best match a given learning
task? In particular, can we design a random feature map that satisfies the LRIP (32) for a given learning
task defined by a loss function L(θ|xi) and embodied by a task-driven distance (26)? A promising avenue
would be to first identify a positive definite kernel κ0(x,x′) for which the corresponding MMD satisfies
the kernel-LRIP (41), and then use Bochner’s theorem or Mercer’s theorem (see Box 8) to design a random
feature map Φ(·) whose expected kernel (37) is precisely κ0.

[Box 8] Approximating kernel methods with random feature maps
While each random feature map Φ(·) implicitly defines a positive definite kernel by taking the

expectation (37), the converse is also true.
For shift-invariant kernels, i.e., kernels for which κ(x,x′) = κ(x − x′, 0) only depends on the

difference x−x′ (such as the Gaussian kernel), this is a consequence of Bochner’s theorem [11] which
states that if κ is a positive definite kernel such that κ(x,x) = 1 for all x, then its Fourier transform
yields a probability distribution pW (w) =

∫
κ(x, 0) exp(−j2πw>x) dx. Conversely, the kernel can be

obtained by the inverse Fourier transform, which can also be phrased as an expectation:

κ(x,x′) =

∫
exp

(
j2πw>(x− x′)

)
pW (w) dw = EW∼pW exp

(
j2πW>(x− x′)

)
.

Hence, drawing i.i.d. frequency vectors wj according to pW yields an RF feature map (3) whose
expected kernel is precisely κ. For instance, a Laplace kernel can be approximated if the rows of W
are drawn i.i.d. from the Cauchy distribution [44].

More generally, under mild assumptions on a positive definite kernel κ, one can invoke Mercer’s
theorem [45] to similarly show the existence of a random feature map whose expected kernel, in the
sense of (37), matches κ.

SKETCHING WITH REDUCED COMPUTATIONAL RESOURCES

The computational cost of sketching via (1) is heavily dependent on the feature map Φ(·). The com-
putational cost of parameter estimation via (17) is also heavily dependent on Φ(·), since it often involves
iterative application of Φ(·).

Often, the feature map is constructed as a randomized linear operation followed by a componentwise
non-linear operation, i.e.,

Φ(x) = %(Wx), (46)

where W is a (randomly drawn) matrix of size m × d and %(·) applies a scalar non-linear function
identically to each element of the vector Wx. For example, the feature maps described earlier for sketched
PCA, GMM, and clustering all have this form. Reducing the computational cost of each stage has been
the goal of several studies. For example, using a fast transform for W drastically reduces the memory
and computational complexity demands relative to an explicit matrix. Also, quantized versions of the
nonlinearity %(·) are much more easily implemented in hardware than, say, the complex exponential
nonlinearity %RF(·) := exp(−j2π ·) used in the RF map (3). We discuss such constructions of W and %(·)
below.

SKETCHING WITH STRUCTURED RANDOM MATRICES

In most of our previous examples, we constructed W by drawing its m rows i.i.d. from the normal
distribution N (0, σ2

wId) with some variance σ2
w > 0. Recall that, with the RF map %RF(·), the rows of W
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· · ·W> = B>1 B>2 B>b· · ·replace by

where Bj iid∼

diagonal matrix
with χ entries

Hadamard
(deterministic)

diagonal with
±1 entries

Fig. 12: Structured random matrix design from [46]. Each block is a composition of several Hadamard
and diagonal matrices. For convenience, we draw W> instead of W .

correspond to the (d-dimensional) frequencies used when sampling the Fourier transform of the (empirical)
data distribution. In any case, when W is an explicit matrix, the computational complexity of computing
Φ(x) of the form (46) is dominated by the matrix-vector product Wx. Thus, it is on the order of md,
which is also the order of the memory needed to store W .

As an alternative to these approaches, it has been suggested to constructW as a structured random matrix
with a fast implementation that mimics an i.i.d. Gaussian matrix. Multiple ways of accomplishing this goal
have been proposed in the literature. We focus on the approach suggested in [46], which was successfully
applied to sketched learning in [47]. There, the idea is to construct W as a vertical concatenation of b =

dm/de blocks {Bj}bj=1, each of size d×d. These blocks have the form Bj = D
(0)
j HD

(1)
j HD

(2)
j HD

(3)
j ,

where H is the Walsh-Hadamard matrix and D(k)
j are random diagonal matrices. In particular, the diagonal

elements of D(1)
j , D(2)

j , and D(3)
j are drawn i.i.d. from the uniform distribution over {−1, 1}, and the

diagonal elements of D(0)
j are drawn i.i.d. from the χ distribution with d degrees-of-freedom, which is

the distribution of the norm of a d-variate Gaussian vector. This construction is depicted in Fig. 12. The
fast Walsh-Hadamard transform offers an order d log d-complexity implementation of the matrix-vector
multiplication Hx and prevents the need to explicitly store H . With this structured and fast incarnation of
W , the sketching complexity shrinks from order md to order m log d. Moreover, since only the diagonal
matrices need to be stored, the storage cost shrinks from order md to order m.

SKETCHING WITH QUANTIZED CONTRIBUTIONS

With the RF map (3), which is commonly used in sketched clustering and GMM, the non-linear operation
%(·) in (46) becomes %RF(·) := exp(−j2π ·). Since implementing %RF(·) with high accuracy is somewhat
costly and not amenable to easy hardware acceleration, one might consider quantizing it. For example,
dropping the imaginary part of %RF(·) and quantizing the real part to one bit of precision yields the
2π-periodic function %q(·) := sign(cos(2π·)) which is simply a “square wave”.

To alleviate the effects of quantization, one can apply dithering [14] to the input. In this case, the feature
map becomes Φq(x) = %q(Wx + ξ) ∈ {−1,+1}m, with i.i.d. dither components ξj drawn uniformly
over [0, 1). The effect of dithering is to make the quantized Φq behave similarly to non-quantized ΦRF

on average. For instance, it was shown in [48] that for each W , x, x′, and ξ,

〈Φq(x),ΦRF(x′)〉 ≈ Eξ〈Φq(x),ΦRF(x′)〉 = c〈ΦRF(x),ΦRF(x′)〉, (47)

where c is a constant. The approximation above is accurate for a typical draw of the m-dimensional dither
vector ξ when the sketch dimension m is large enough [49]. Note that, when this dithered quantizer is
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Fig. 13: Criterion 〈z̃,Φ(c)〉 versus centroid hypothesis c = [c1, c2]> used by greedy parameter estimation
algorithms in sketched clustering with k = 3 and a 2D dataset (in blue), with and without quantization of the
sketch z̃ and/or feature map Φ. The surface plot on the left highlights the irregularity of c 7→ 〈z̃q,Φq(c)〉.

used to compute a sketch z̃q := 1
n

∑n
i=1 Φq(xi) = 1

n

∑n
i=1 %q(Wxi + ξ), it is important to use the same

dither realization ξ for all samples i.
The question then arises: when estimating parameters θ via (31), how should we account for quan-

tization in the sketch? Simply replacing the A(pθ`) term with Aq(pθ`) := EX∼pθ` [Φq(X)] may sound
appealing. For example, with sketched GMM (18) or sketched clustering (20), this would mean minimizing∥∥z̃q −

∑k
`=1 α`Aq(pθ`)

∥∥2
. However, the optimization problem (31) would become more challenging, as

suggested by comparing the left two panels to the right two panels in Fig. 13, which plots the centroid-
selection criterion 〈z̃,Φ(c)〉 = 〈z̃,A(pc)〉 used by greedy algorithms. Also, this approach would not
inherit the theoretical guarantees that were carefully established using the LRIP (32), which does not
easily translate to the quantized case.

Instead, we suggest to use ARF(pθ`) := EX∼pθ` [ΦRF(X)] for the A(pθ`) term in (18), and to re-scale
z̃′q = z̃q/c with the constant c from (47). Indeed, thanks to (47), the resulting cost function C(θ|z̃′q) =∥∥z̃′q −

∑k
`=1 α`ARF(pθ`)

∥∥2
is, in expectation over ξ, exactly the same (up a constant additive bias term)

as the non-quantized cost function C(θ|z̃RF) [48]. The similarity between C(θ|z̃′q) and C(θ|z̃RF), even
for a single realization of the m-dimensional dither vector ξ, is suggested by comparing the right two
panels in Fig. 13.

Empirical results [48] suggest that, when the sketch dimension is inflated by about 25%, this quantized
sketched-learning procedure yields the same performance as the non-quantized procedure. Moreover, ac-
curate probabilistic bounds for approximation (47), established in [49], allow one to extend the theoretical
sketched learning guarantees in (34) to this new cost function.

PRIVACY PRESERVATION

In addition to its efficient use of computational resources, sketching is a promising tool for privacy-
preserving machine learning. In numerous applications, such as when working with medical records,
online surveys, or measurements coming from personal devices, data samples contain sensitive personal
information and data providers ask that individuals’ contributions to the dataset remain private, i.e., not
publicly discoverable. Learning from such data collections while protecting the privacy of individual
contributors has become a crucial challenge [50, 51, 53].

A common way to preserve privacy is to have a trusted dataholder (or “curator”) corrupt the response
to each query of the dataset [50] in a controlled manner. A query may ask for something as simple as
counting the number of times a given event occurred, or it may ask for more sophisticated information
that requires the dataholder to run an inference algorithm. As the corruption becomes more significant, the
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privacy guarantee gets stronger, but the quality of the response to the query (called the “utility”) degrades.
This can be conceptualized by a privacy-utility tradeoff [50, 53].

When sketching a dataset via (1), there is a very simple way to preserve privacy in any subsequent
learning task: simply add i.i.d. noise (with appropriate distribution) to the sketch. The privacy level can
be adjusted by changing the variance of that noise, as described below. This one-time approach to privacy
preservation (more generally known as privacy-preserving data publishing [50]) has several benefits over
the query-based approach to privacy preservation discussed in the previous paragraph. (See also Box 9.)

[Box 9] Potential of Sketching for Privacy-Aware Learning and Alternative Approaches
Given a dataset, privacy preservation can be achieved by asking a trusted dataholder to corrupt all
queries of the dataset [50, 51] in a controlled manner. There are, however, challenges to this so-called
interactive approach. For example, because the privacy-preserving effects of this corruption can often be
diminished through the mining of multiple query responses (especially if the queries are adaptive), the
per-query corruption levels must be designed with the type and total number of queries in mind. These
corruption levels are often designed using a so-called “privacy budget,” which is expended over multiple
queries in order to meet an overall privacy level. Once the entire privacy budget has been used up, the
data can no longer be accessed by a given datauser. Also, the dataholder must ensure that responses to
different datausers cannot be combined in a way that circumvents the intended privacy preservation.

In contrast, the non-interactive approach [50, 51] is to publish an intermediate privacy-preserving
synopsis of the dataset, to which the public is allowed unlimited access. For example, with a low-
dimensional dataset, one could publish a privacy-preserving histogram of the data [52], from which
aggregate statistics could be subsequently extracted. The non-interactive approach is attractive for several
reasons. For example, there is no need to formulate nor allocate a privacy budget; it is sufficient to set
an overall privacy level. Also, there is no need to worry about datausers sharing/combining data.

By adding noise to a sketch of the form (1), one can easily generate a privacy preserving synopsis of
a dataset. By construction, such sketches capture the global statistics of the dataset X = {xi}ni=1 while
being relatively insensitive to each individual data sample xi, especially when the sample cardinality
n is large. Also, when the original data is distributed across multiple devices, a privacy preserving
global sketch can be constructed by first locally sketching at each device and then averaging those local
sketches at a fusion center, as illustrated in Box 4. In this scenario, the local sketches will themselves
be privacy preserving, which alleviates concerns about privacy leaks during data fusion.

SKETCHING WITH DIFFERENTIAL PRIVACY GUARANTEES

Differential privacy [51] is a standard framework for privacy preservation that has a precise mathemat-
ical definition and is well-known in machine learning and signal processing (e.g., [53]). When a given
(randomized) learning pipeline is differentially private, its output depends negligibly on the presence or
absence of any individual sample in the dataset. Differential privacy is robust to many forms of attack, such
as when the adversary can access side information that nullifies privacy guarantees based on anonymization
or mutual information measures (e.g., when the adversary can control some of the data vectors xi, or can
access additional databases that are correlated with the primary database).
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Fig. 14: When sketching with differential privacy, the output log-density of the sketch s remains close
when changing one sample in the dataset (since (49) is equivalent to | log(ps̃(X )(s))− log(ps̃(X ′)(s))| ≤ ε
for all possible s). An adversary with knowledge of Φ(·) and s—as symbolized by the red arrows—could
then hardly decide whether a given sample xj was used to compute the sketch or not.

For sketched-learning methods, enforcing differential privacy guarantees is as simple as adding well-
calibrated noise v to the usual sketch z̃, i.e., constructing

s̃(X ) := z̃(X ) + v, (48)

where we find it helpful to explicitly denote the dependence of the dataset X . We will assume that the
realization Φ(·) of the random feature map is fixed and publicly known, in contrast to other approaches
like [54, 55] that use linear mixing matrices as encryption keys to ensure privacy preservation. As a result,
when we treat s̃(X ) as random, this is due to the randomness in v, not the randomness in Φ(·) or X .

Formally, the sketching mechanism s̃(·) is said to be ε-differentially private [51] if, for any dataset
X = {xi}ni=1 and “neighboring” dataset X ′ = X \ {xj} ∪{x′j} that replaces the individual sample xj by
another sample x′j , and for any possible sketch outcome s, we have that

exp(−ε) ≤ ps̃(X )(s)

ps̃(X ′)(s)
≤ exp(ε). (49)

Here, ε > 0 plays the role of a privacy level: smaller ε implies a stronger privacy guarantee. In words,
(49) says that, when ε is small, the densities of s̃(X ) and s̃(X ′) are almost indistinguishable, as depicted
in Figure 14.

The condition (49) can be interpreted as bounding a “likelihood ratio” [56], a familiar quantity in signal
processing. Consider two hypotheses: one that the dataset equals X (i.e., includes xj), and the other that
the dataset equals X ′ (i.e., includes x′j instead). Then ps̃(X )(s) would be the likelihood of observing
private sketch s under the first hypothesis, while ps̃(X ′)(s) would be the same for the second hypothesis.
Say an adversary wanted to detect whether or not the dataset contains xj . By appropriately thresholding
the likelihood ratio ps̃(X )(s)/ps̃(X ′)(s), one can obtain hypothesis tests that are optimal from various
perspectives (e.g., Bayes, minimax, Neyman-Pearson) [56, Ch. 2]. Thus, when (49) holds with small ε, it
is fundamentally difficult for an adversary to determine whether xj or x′j was present in the sketch. Even
if the adversary had non-trivial prior knowledge of the true hypothesis (as in so-called “linkage attacks,”
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which make use of a second public dataset to which the target user contributed), (49) implies that—for
any method—the probability of recovering the true hypothesis from the sketch is only slightly higher than
that which is achievable without observing the sketch.

To ensure that the noisy sketch (48) is differentially private, it is sufficient to draw the noise v as
i.i.d. Laplacian with appropriate variance. The variance needed to achieve a given privacy level ε can be
determined by analyzing the so-called sensitivity of the noiseless sketch, i.e., the biggest possible change that
can result from removing one sample. When using the random Fourier feature map (3), which generates
complex-valued z̃(X ), it has been established [57, 58] that it is sufficient for the real and imaginary
components of v to be i.i.d. Laplacian with standard deviation σv ∝ m

nε .
A weaker form of privacy, known as approximate differential privacy or (ε, δ)-differential privacy [51],

can be attained by adding Gaussian noise v with smaller variance. For example, with RF features, it
is sufficient for the real and imaginary components of v to be i.i.d. Gaussian with standard deviation
σv ∝

√
m
nε .

The privacy-utility tradeoff facilitates the comparison of different privacy-preserving learning strategies.
For example, given two strategies, one could match the privacy levels ε and compare utilities, or one could
match utilities and compare privacy levels. For sketched learning, the utility of interest is the risk (recall
(25)).

PERSPECTIVES AND OPEN CHALLENGES

By averaging well-chosen randomized feature transformations over large training collections, sketching
significantly compresses data in a way that facilitates provably accurate yet scalable learning from huge
and/or streaming datasets, while simultaneously preserving privacy.

In this article, we described several approaches to accelerate the sketching process, including feature
quantization and the use of randomized fast transforms. Another approach is to randomly mask each
feature vector Φ(xi) prior to averaging, i.e., set a random subset of its components to zero. It has been
established [58] that such random masking does not increase nor decrease the differential privacy level
ε. But it does reduce the need to compute all entries of each feature vector, and thus reduces sketching
complexity. Another promising approach consists of mixed analog-digital sketches, where, e.g., optical
processing units are used to significantly improve the energy efficiency of the linear stage [59].

When discussing methods to learn from a sketch, we focused on optimization-based approaches. Al-
though heuristics based on orthogonal matching pursuit [10] [60] and approximate message passing [16]
have been proposed that yield promising empirical results, performance guarantees for these approaches
have yet to be established. Alternatives, such as total-variation minimization over the space of signed
measures [25, 33, 61], principled greedy methods [62][63], and gradient flows on systems of particles [64]
could be leveraged to make progress on this front, and black-box optimization could be used to learn from
sketches computed by optical processing units.

As for applications of sketched learning, most of the current literature, and hence most of our article, has
focused on unsupervised learning tasks. Further work is needed to develop sketched learning methods for
supervised tasks like regression and classification [38]. For example, one approach to sketched classification
was proposed in [65]: for each class ` = 1, . . . , k, one computes a sketch z̃` using only the training
examples with label ` (i.e., we sketch the k conditional distributions of the data). From those sketches,
one could estimate the conditional densities of each class (using a mixture model, for example), from
which a maximum likelihood (ML) or maximum a posteriori (MAP) classifier could be derived. Another
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approach is to perform classification directly in the compressed domain: to an unseen example x′, we
would assign the class ` that maximizes the correlation 〈z̃`,Φ(x′)〉. This strategy can be interpreted [65]
as compressively evaluating a Parzen-window classifier [43]. Further work is also needed on unsupervised
matrix-factorization tasks like dictionary learning, low-rank matrix completion, and non-negative matrix
factorization (NMF) [66].
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